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OU P- Shawnee Sta-te - Ste

Boneyfiddle
Musical .in
Produc.tion
'

"GOLD'S BEEN STRUCK," could very
well he the cry of area audiences this July
when the Ohio Company puts together their
production of the merry musical, "Paint
Your Wagon."
It can only he gold since the play is set
during the gold rush of 1853 and deals with
the problem of too many men and not
enough women in the mining camps. The
fact that the play has been striking a golden note with critics and audiences the world
over since 1951 is a clear indication of what
is in store for the actors as well as the audience.
The production this quarter will he handled differen~y than in the past. There will he
a quarter of planning and rehearsing before
the actual presentation at the July Boneyfiddle '75.
Also different this quarter is the association of the Portsmouth Little Theater and
the Portsmouth Male Chorus with OUP's
Ohio Company to insure the success of
"Paint Your Wagon." Don Vineyard a member of all three groups, will direct the show
with Ohio Company instructors, . Emily
Gulker and Shirley Corthers acting as drama
and music consultants.
OUP art student, Denise Dykes will he
set designer and Tim Clausing will he in
charge of set construction and act as stage
manager for the musical. John Leasure has
been named producer and will handle various aspects of the production.
Chairperson for the Boneyfiddle Theatrical Committee, Emily Gulker, stresses the
point that "Paint Your Wagon" is just part
of the theater experiences being readied for
the Boneyfiddle '75 celebration. If anyone is
interested in helping with "Paint Your
Wagon" or anyother theater production,
please contact Emily Gulker for further information.

CAPS
AWARDED
The Dental Hygiene Capping Ceremony for this year was held on Sunday,
April 27, at Trinity United Methodist
Church. Twenty-six sophomores were awarded their full stripes and pins, while twentytwo freshmen received their white caps. Dr.
Lawrence A~, Fried, a local oral surgeon, was
the featured speaker for the occasion.
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asks UFO expert DR. J. ALLEN HYNEK

"I saw a great storm coming toward me
from the north, driving before it a huge
cloud glowing with fire, with a mass of fire
inside that flashed continually; and in the
fire there was something that shone like
polished brass.
''Then from the cloud, four strange forms
appeared that looked like men except that
each had four faces and two pairs of wings!
Their legs were those of men, hut their feet
were cloven like calves' feet, and shone like
burnished brass!"
The above is considered to he, by this
year's Kennedy Lecturer, Dr. J. Allen Hynek,
the oldest "recorded" encounter with a
UFO. The "vision" was viewed by "Exekiel"
a priest "the son os Buzi who lived with the
Jewish exiles beside the Chebar Canal in
Babylon," and is recorded in his hook of
prophesey in the Bible.
In an interview prior to his public lecture
. on the OUP campus on March 4, Dr. Hynek
explained how he became involved in the
UFO Investigations, "I was somewhat like
the innocent bystander who got shot. The
Air Force needed an astronomer to help
explain the sightings with natural astronomical occurances.
"I was then, ( 1947),
director of Ohio State University's McMillin
Observatory, and since the project was to he
centered at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
in Dayton, Ohio I was the closest professional astronomer at hand"!
The project started under the code name
"Project Sign" in September, 1947, then
on February 11, 1949, it became "Project
Grudge". It was then termed "Project Blue
Book" from the summer of 1951 to late
1969. Dr. Hynek said "code names aren't
supposed to have any special significance,
hut you may read into them anything you
want."
The official Air Force investigation was
first placed as part of the Air Technical
Intelligence Center and later under the
Foreign Technology Division. The Air Force
wasn't really interested in finding out if the
sightings were ships from Mars, "just so they
weren't from Russia".
The Air Force's public investigations into
the UFO problem ended in December of
1969, when Secretary of the Air Force,
Robert C. Seamans, officially terminated
Project Blue Book based largely upon the
recommendation of the air force ·sponsored
scientific group at the University of Colorado
under the direction of Dr. E. U. Condon.
Dr. Hynek explained that once the public
investigations stopped, it was felt by various
university scientists a center ought to he
set up to receive reports on UFO sightings
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Num ber 4
large numbers of cattle with their sexual
organs removed and nearly all the blood
drained from the animal.
·According to a Terry Mitchell on a recent
showing of Tom Snyder's "Tomorrow" program, these animals could have been surgically disected by highly developed lasar
utensils from a UFO. Dr. Hynek said that
Mr. Mitchell is not connected in any way
with the University of Minnesota, as he
stated within his interview, and the fact of
the highly developed lasar implements does
not go with the draining of the blood.
Hynek also went on to say that there
have been NO reports of UFO activity in
this area or in the Brownville, Texas region,
the sight of the newest "cattle killers". It is
believed by most of the investigators that
these mutilations could he caused by followers of Satanic rituals, due chiefly to the
drainage of blood. "It has a wierd diabolical
feeling to it", Dr. Hynek said.

and a place where the person reporting could
go and not he ridiculed for his report. It was
for this purpose that the Center for UFO
Studies was formed.
Four-fifths of all UFO reports can he
explained by natural astronomical occurances such as the sightings of Vensus. It is
in these cases that the event is still puzzling
even after investigation.
The classification of UFO reports has
been worked out by Dr. Hynek and his
colleagues and have been placed into two
main divisions: 1) those reported in which
the UFO was sighted at a distance; and 2)
!Continued' on Page Two)
those involving close range sightings. The
distant sightings have been arhitairily divided
into three categories: l} Nocturnal Lights-lights seen in sky at night; 2) Daylight Discsso called because the prevalent reported
shape is oval or disc-like; and 3) RadarVisual--those "seen" through the medium,
radar. Because of disagreement among radar
experts as to the cause of these unidentified
blips on the radar screen, a visual contact
must accompany a radar report before it is
considered evidence.
The close range sightings have been divided into three categories called Close Encounter cases. These are: 1) Close Encounter of
the First Kind--"in which the reported UFO
is viewed at close range hut there is no
interaction with the environment, (other
Dr. Hynek signing autographs after his
than the trauma on the part of the observer)"
lecture.
2) Close Encounter of the Second Kind-similar to first except here is where vegetation is reported burned or pressed down, car
engines and radios stopping, headlights dimm- ·
ing hut returning to normal pnce UFO has
left the scene; and 3) Close Encounter of
the Third Kind--presence of occupants in or
about the UFO is reported.
When asked about Van Daniden's "Chariots of the Gods "theory, Hynek said it would
he difficult to document happenings in the
distant past.
And while Van Daniden
brings up many interesting questions, "his
Shawnee State presently has four appliconclusions are presented in a most unscholcations pending in Washington for federal
arly method. For this reason I have yet to funds. The applications for a grant-in-aid
finish any of his many hooks."
assistance from the Appalachia Regional
Another question that came up in the
Commission for $750,000 will go toward
the cost of constructing a new technical
interview and the question and answer
session within his lecture was the Bermuda laboratory building.
There is also a pending application to
Triangle. Dr. Hynek smiled and said that
the Veteran's Administration for a grant to
while the disappearance of no evidence that
assist in the education and training of
UFO's have anything to do with the Triangle. Professional and Technical Allied Health
Dr. Hynek was also asked whether he had Manpower. The amount of the grant is
a proximately $352,390.
investigated possible UFO involvement in
Applications for a School of Nursing
the recent livestock mutilations in the MinnCons ruction Grant through the Region 5
esota-Wisconsin area. He replied not only
DHEW't r $378,000 and a Nursing Capihad the center, hut the government was also
tation rant Program of an unspecified
interested. The reports dealt with finding
amount e also pending.

Government
Grants

Pending

Paqe Two

DR.
HYNEK
<Continued from Page One)

The reports of sightings de.ding with
humanoid creatures tend to be along the
same line no matter who reports them.
These reported creatures tend to be 3½ to 4
feet tall with round heads attached ~ctly
to the body, no neck, and spindly arms and
legs.
This and the fact that there are large
ears, slits for eyes and mouth, suggest
possibly, to Dr. Hynek, that what has been
seen are robots. The theory of other life
forms having different biological functions
and needs is not new, neither is the robot
messenger, "but such a theory should not
be disregarded until it can be proved one
way or the other.

Dr. Hynek is disturbed by the number
of scientists who will just scoff at the
reports without doing any investigation into'
the UFO phenomenom. "To be a scientist
is to find out."

In his hook, The UFO Experience: A
Scientific Inquiry, Dr. Hynek remarks about
scientist reaction by the mere mention of
the topic: "Frequently the reaction has
been akin to that of a group of preteenagers
watching a movie scene of exceptional tenderness or pathos quite beyond their years to
appreciate: Giggles and squirming suggest .a
defense against something the scientists cannot yet understand." "Perhaps they are·
expressions of deepseated uncertainy or
ff',ar."

John Leasure

EDITORIAL
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Alan Graff
Although I support the Merger of OUP
and STC enthusiastically, I think more care
should be taken in making the decisions that
are being made at the present time. A case
in point is the new emblem for Shawnee
State General and Technical College. The
new emblem is essentially the old emblem
of Scioto Technical College, which I didn't
think was too appropriate to begin with. It
is a view of the Grant bridge, Chillicothe
Street, downtown Portsmouth, and a vast
wasteland north of the city limits. What
this has to do with Scioto Technical College,
·whose official address is Lucasville, has
always bewildered me. Now the seal has .
been reworked to read "Shawnee State
General & Technical College, Chartered
1975." If it had stopped there, things,
would have been tolerable. I admit that the
scene is pertinent to tl!e new school. But
things didn't stop there. Someone added a
sunrise to the seal. Now don't get me
wrong, I think sunrises are nice in Official
seals, it lends them a bit of dignity. The
idea of a dawn of knowledge, the opening
of a new era, the start of a brand new thing
and all that stuff. But it was always my
impression that the sun normally rises in the
East. The seal has it rising in the North.
If that isn't sun, then someone just had an
accident at Goodyear Atomic. Maybe I'm
being picky, but as one of the first to be
graduated students at Shawnee State, I
would like to be confident that my school
~atches the details and doesn't
let
whoopsies like this slip through. The decisions that are being made at the present
time will affect the school for a long time

pus~.

Computerized popcorn? Not really,
to come. We can't go into this thing
but
students
within the electro, plastics, and
haphazardly folks.
Let's watch those
retail
programs
on the North Campus are
details.
participating in a quarter-long experiment
with the school computer and three groups
selling imaginary popcorn at sports events.
Each technology is divided into small
groups representing an individual popcorn
manufacturer. The groups then compete
with each other by.altering the formula used
in the preparation of their popcorn. The
computer then assigns profits, losses and
various shares of the "popcorn market" to
each group by evaluating the variables
programmed into it such as the amount ~f
butter and salt, number of hags "prepared",
and the cost per "bag".
At the end of the quarter, the group
with the maximum profit can reasonably be
expected to come out with the maximum
grades in their course.

"ProjectAhead WE LOVE
Agreement"
YOU,
Signed
PASS IT ON. . .
WE LOVE
YOU,
PASS IT ON. . .
Shawnee State and the U. S. Army have
taken a step ahead . with the agreement of
participation in the nationwide cooperative
education program, "Project Ahead".
Gene Wilson, in charge of financial aid
and veteran affairs for Shawnee State, says
this new program will enable a student to
enter any branch of the service--not just the
Army--while enrolled at Shawnee State. A
counselor is assigned to the student to help
the student channel his or her program
through Shawnee, while based_ elsewhere.
All college credits so earned are accepted
by Shawnee and are transferred after discharge from the service.
During the first six months of Army
service, emphasis is on vocational training

that will provide entry-level skills in a
working area related to the participant's
long-range professional goals.
Beginning
with the second six months, the technical
skill proficiency will be advanced through
supervised on-the-jQb training and job
related short term training sessions.
At the end of the three year enlistment,
the soldier/student will leave the service
with college credits, technical training and
experience in a field related to the degree
which the individual expects to obtain.
According to the Anny, the whole
"point" of the program is ito provide the
incoming service-person with a new perspective, an educational goal, and a plan to
achieve that goal.

Ji r
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name for the 1975 North Campus annual.
Tlie name comes from the greek word
"techne" meaning art.
Anyone attendiiil!: North Campus as a
full-time student, paying the activities fee
for three quarters, will receive an annulll.
Surplus annual will be sold on a first
come-first serve basis.
·
The annual will be given to the
students in late Oc,tober or early Novamber.

Shawnee Sta~ shirts and jackets are still ·
available in limited supply from Data Processing. Those interested should contact
students from Data Processing.

The sophomore Dental Hygiene students on the North Campus have begun a
busy spring schedule with a trip to Ohio
1
State University on April 7,where they took
the National Board Examination.

j

The Labor Day weekend has been set

aside as the third annual North Campus
Techlympics.

Patti Marlowe, freshman in

the 'Data Processing program, will coordinate this year's event and asks for any
suggestions from students and faculty.
Plans for a dance to be held in conjunction with Techlympics are still in the planing stages.

It is expected that this year's

r r rr

rr

event wiH surpass those in p. ast years.

The spring conference of the Ohio Associa tion of Marketing Management Educators
was held at the Shawnee State Park Lodge
on April 17 and 18. The conference
included the exchange of ideas among the
attending instructors.
As an extra feature, a film was shown
The lion statue in front of OUP is very
presenting
the advertising industry's equivaattractive if you happen to be a "stoned" ·
lent to the Oscar, the Oeo.
female lion looking for a mate.

The president of the Ohio Dental
Hygienists Association, Ms. Judy Cribb,
spoke to the students on April 18. To close
out the quarter, the students will take a
field trip to Bainbridge, Ohio, the cradle of
dental education, for an educational tour of
the dental museum sometime early in May.
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Jobs are being offered to the students
of the North Campus by companies throughout the area. Companies such as Allied
Chemical, Bob Evans Sausage, Ashland Oil,
and F. W. Woolworth have interviewed
students this quarter. Other companies are
expected to hold interviews later this quarter.
Applications for federal posts such as
Technical Assistants are available in the
placement office.
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ELE CT RO DE SIGN
Electro-Mechanical
sophomores
are
taking what Ray Irwin calls the "grandaddy
of the course" this quarter, EM813 better
known as EM Design . In EM Design, the
students use what they have learned in the
previous five quarters to design and build a
functioning system without help from the
instructors except for a suggestion here and
there. In the past, this has been the moS t
popular of the Electro courses, as well as
one of the most Qroductive. Projects in the
past have included such conventional things
as Trash Compactors to the bizzare such as
a windshield wiper for a motorcycle helmet.
This year students are struggling with probJemo: presented by projects such as an entire
cigarette manufacturing process (definitely
not a "Laredo" roll your own type of deal ,
I am told), an electronic test scorer, an automatic beverage dispenser, an electronic tic
tac toe, a frequency analyzer, an electronic
stopwatch, and an Intoxicated Driver Prevention device .
It shouid be emphasized that these are
not kits that the fellows have bought and
are assembling but their own designs that
they have formulated and are building from
mostly surplus equipment that has been
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WORD SEARCll
Find the names in
our third "Word
Search."
Steve
John
Mark

Cindy
Susie
Dan

Carolyn
Louie
Shirley
Deb

Norman
Louise
Randy
Victor
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Would you believe Sherry Chrisman
dancing with a cold selection? Well, would
you believe Sherry Chrisman being ripped

NI

off by a cold selection? (She lost a quarter,

scavenged for parts. Ray Irwin states that
this year's class shows great promise in this
course , originating their projects quite a bit
sooner than previous classes, which usually
have taken a week or two to decide on what
to build.

folks!)

BERT CROTHERS
INSURANCE

The completed and semi-completed (it
seems that there rarely is eno~~ tim~ to .
incorporate all of the students i'~as mto
AUTO . HOMEOWNERS · FIRE
the projects since they constantly revise and
MOBILE HOMEOWNERS · COMMERCIAL
improve their circuits as the quarter goes
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY FILING
GENERAL LIABILITY · MOTORCYCLE
along, up until the very last week) projects
' are to be displayed in an open Jab during
'' The Agent Who
the last few weeks of the quarter.
Serves You First"
I asked one student who is working on
Debbie Simmering waits by her art creaan Electronic Air Hockey Game if he
Student Rates
tion--a wedding cakeexpected to finish before the end of the
quarter. His answer was "Yes, if we don't
puck around!"
0
Alan Graff
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